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CONSIDERATIONS UPON THE ANALOG'/ AMONG ELECTROTHERMAL
PHENOMENA WITHIN iUSES AND THEIR SEMICONDUCTOR PROTECTION

Ion

Barbu

The present paper presents the electrothermal analogies between highspeed fuses and semiconductors, in joint operation. The thermal phenomena in rating mode and the electrical values that influence the
heating of fuses and semiconductors are analyzed. In short-circuit
mode equivalent thermal diagrams for fuses and semiconductors are
presented and analogies and differences between them are established.
On the basis of the established analogies we present safe procedures
of semiconductors with fuses.
1.

INTRODUCTION
In order to protect the semiconductors with electrical fuses with
fusibles, the electrothermal phenomena in high-speed fuses and in
semiconductors should obey the same physical laws sind the same qualitative and quantitative mathematical relations. In reality the
things are not so, and that's why the electrothermal phenomena that
appear in semiconductors and fuses must be thoroughly studied, and
their functional parameters must be correlated.
On the basis of electrothermal analogies, we must establish exao tely the correlations between electrothermal phenomena in high-speed
fuses and semiconductors and depending on these correlations we must
study first the possibility of influencing the electrothermal para meters of the fuses in aooordanoe with those of the semiconductors;
we must do this because fuses are cheaper than semiconductors. A further step would be the correlation of these parameters for all in operatlng conditional steady - state, overlood — state and short-circuit state.

2.

..

2 1

ELECTROTHERMAL PHENOMENA IN STEADY-STATE MODE
General heating equations.
The thermal phenomena in fuses could be studied on the basis of the differential
heating equation, in its most general form, given by the relation
[i] ; L2j
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In case of semiconductors the differential heating equation has the
form [3] 1

trcXfyll

.xJs^f..pUt),UoJlxthrj2(x

where» y- is the specific mass in

t)

; o - the specific heat

(2)
\nJS2—

cm5

Cg

A- thermal conductivity, in w/cnr °Cj'C'(x,t), ©(x,t)-over temperature and temperature respectively, in°C; 1 - the
fusible perimeter 1enght or the fusible's isthmus! perimeter length, in cm;
kt~ area of the fusible cross- section or area of the fusible's
isthmus oross-seotion, in cm •
Pa?0~ resistivity at ambiant temperature, at 0°0, in 5? cm;
«<3 - resistivity variation coefficient with temperature in — y
j(i, t)- current density, in
A/cm^; ^-semiconductor thresholSc
voltage, in V; r-semioonduotor resistance, in
.
As it can be seen, in the differencial equation (2), we neglected
the heat convection transfer, and this is justified by the little
lenght of the semiconductor.
If we compare the two differential equations (l) and (2), we notice
that in fuses and semiconductors nonstationary thermal phenomena are
governed by different equations.
2.2. Electrothermal

phenomena

in

fuses.

The heating of fuses in steady - state mode, is given by the differential equation (1), in which - in case of a very exact analysis
- we must consider all the terns. Biat's to say that we should alsoconsider the first form of the equation (1). The explanation of this
fact would be, that in steady-state conditions, at alternating or intermittent current, the temperature varies evidently with time. As
it was demonstrated in paper [4] , at alternating current, overtemperature is also alternating and the heating alternating component
amplitude, depends on the ratio between the fusible thermal time
constant and the alternating current period, and it can be at limit,
twice greater than the overtemperature from the direct current.
It is difficult to analize equation (l) in this paper, neither do we
have the necessary space for such an analysis, and that's why we are
going to analyze the current square value depending on time ardthe
space ooordonate (x) in accordance with the fuses utilization dia gram and the isthmuses form.
At the basis of this simplification is the hypothesis that thermal
phenomena in fuses are determined by the current square effective
value.
In fig. 1 different forms of current depending on time are presented
and in ELg. 2 different forms of fusibles1isthmuses.
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Blg.2 Ebrma of fusibles'isthmuses
Taking into account those mentioned above, the effective value of
the eleotrio current density for the fusibles'isthmuses (which must
be introduced into equation (l) is given by the expression:

■><*■I! *kfK

(5)

where: f(ut)- current variation in time; T-alternatincr„current period, in s; A(X) - fusible's section area, in cm ;occ ,oCb angle of conduction and the thyristor blocking respectively.
generally, f(cot) has a sinusoidal form for resistive loads.
Considering relation (3) and Blg.l and Big,2, in Table 1, the current density values J(x,t) depending on the eleotrio current maximal
value (I max.) for different angles of conduction of the eleotrio
current and different isthmus forms, are given.
IMsible heating can be calculated by means of the thermal effects
superimposing method, which had been described in paper [1].
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Table 1

Current density effective value j(x,t)
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2.3» Sleotrothermal phenomena
in
semioonduotors .
The analogies and differences between semiconductors and fuses are, roughly speaking, the following: in general,
the fuses have long fuslbles as compared with the semiconductors
whioh are short; in semiconductors the electric current density to
the space coordinates, at high frequencies is not constant; heating
variation in semiconductor is important in the radial direction,too;
lz and Ag are constant in a semiconductor etc« The most important
difference between semiconductors and fuses lies in the fact that
whereas in fuses the thermal phenomena are determined by the alternating current effective value, in semiconductors the thermal phenomena - especially in steady - state mode - are determined by the alternating current effective and, especially, mean values. Considering
the threshold voltage in the semiconductor, and accepting the hypothesis that U-f(l) characteristic is a straight-line, the dissipated
power in a semiconductor is given by relation (5)

p(t)=u0 i(t)+ri2(t)

(4)

from which we obtain the mean power in a period of time, under the
form:
P-}fP(t)dt=
->o

jr

fTU0,(t)dt+r
Jo

T2

f

i dt ~UQImed +rfef

(5)

JQ

Since the effective current determines the heating in steady-state
mode for fuses, and the mean current in semiconductors (at a rate
of Qo fo), we consider necessary to show that there is a great diffe-

no

renoe 'between the effective and mean currents from the same branch
of a rectifier circuit, thus, in a branch of a three-phase diagram
with double altemanoe, for a commutation of 60 electric decrees,
I ~-l«73 I_.„, and this ratio Increases very much for little angles
oPcommuta%2on [ 1 ] .
3.

SQtriVALEHT THERMAL DIAGRAMS

On the basis of electrothermal analogies, equivalent thermal diagram
’with limited parameters (for semiconductors) were elaborated, diargrams that had been presented in literature [5] , [6]. In the present paper we shall also delimate, on the same principles, an equivalent thermal diagram for fuses.
3.1. Semiconductor
equivalent
thermal
d i a g r a m .
In Jig. 3 equivalent thermal diagrams for diodes
(fig.3.a) and' for tlyristors (fig.3.b) are presented*

b)
Jig. 3

Semiconductor equivalent thermal diagrams

Thermal resistance is given by relation

6

t
(6)

Thermal capacity is given by relation*

c.>

(7)

Thermal time constant results form relation*
1

S

(8)

The thermal diagrams from Jig. 3 can be solved by means of analogy
with an electrical circuit. The values in Jig. 3 have the following
significance; p - power developed in semiconductor;
&&& C^.jonction, basis and radiator thermal capacities, in Ws/ C;
R - thermal resistances between jonotion - basis, basis-radiator
anä radiator — environment, in °C/W. The parameters for the thyristor thermal equivalent diagram are established in the same way.
3.2. Fuse equivalent
thermal diagram.
The
simplest equivalent thermal diagram of a tube fuse, can be elaborated, considering the constructive type of the respective fuse. Thus,
in Jig. 4 a tube fuse with a simple fusible, is presented

Ill

Ceram

Fig. 4 Fuses with fuatbles

fig.5 Equivalent thermal diagrams
in short - circuit mode

In fig. 4.h the thermal equivalent diagram of such a fuse is presented. R and C represent the thermal resistances and the thermal capacities respectively of: fusible (R., C~) quartz sand (R , C ), cerarnie body (R@, 0^) and jonotlon pole^(R^, 0^) .
4.

SLSCTROTHEKMAL PHENOMENA IN SHORT-CIRCUIT MODS

4.1. Semiconductor

sofe

procedures.

The

total (i^t) of the fuse is observed the relation:
(l2tj semiconductor ■< total (l2t) fuse

(9)

Than connecting in parallel Identical semiconductors with indivi dual protection fuses of the same type, it is also necessary to observe the condition of selectivity. That means that in case of semiconductor malfunction, the fuse on the respective branch melts and
breaks the short-circuit current before the fuses on the complemen —.
tary branch melt too. This condition is satisfied if the pre-arch
(l k) of n fuses from the complementary branch is grater than the
total (i^t) of the defect fuse.
The pre-arch (l2t) value, produced by the -2— i current in any
the n fuses on the complementary branch is:11

of

(lo)
where: o is a fuse loading factor.
Total (l2t) value of a fuse on the defect branch is:

2

The pre-arch (i t) value of the
is given by the relation:

n

fuses on the complementary brairh

razz-*,:—
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So, the selectivity condition is satisfied if :
ltatal pre-arch (l2t) of the n fuses > total (2t) of a single fuse
pre-arch n2(l2t)

total (l2t)

(l v) of a fuse that ensures a selective protection is infered by:
n2>

total(l2t)
pre-aroh(l^t)

(13)

relation (13), the ratio between total (l2t) and pre aron
v; of a fuse with selective protection, used with 2 thyristors connected in parallel, must be less than 4; for 3 fuses in parallel it must be lees than 9 and for 4 fuses in parallel it must be
less than 16.
We underline the fact that the ratio presented in relation (13) is
less than 4» and that it is difficult to be obtained in case of
high-speed fuses. The fuses produced by firms such as Siemens,LK-UES
or Soviet firms etc. have this ratio between 5 and 11. Prom what we
know, only the Bomanian high-speed fuses and those produced by Perroa
have this ratio less than 3» It results that two thyristors functioning in parallel can be selectively protected, only with these fuses.
4.2. Individual
protection
analyzed on
the
basis
of
equivalent
thermal
diagrams.
5b r vary short periods, while the short-circuit
lasts and when the heat transfer can be neglected, the equivalent
thermal diagram from 51g. 3 and 51 g. 4 can be simplified as in 51 g.5.
Considering the analogies mentioned above, the following relation
between overtemperatura and energies developed in fuses and semiconductors, are obtained:
In semiconductor we obtain:
(14)
and in fuse:
(15)
At short-circuit, we can consider that the whole energy developed
in a semiconductor is stored by the capacity C., and then, considering the expression (4) we obtain the relation:
(16)

By analogy, the energy developed in the fuses’fusibles is obtained
in:
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öj.-fusible melting temperature; &^-ambiant^temperature
In case of semiconductors - for very short periods - which is the
case of intense short-circuit currents- the term Uyfidt is very
and in these conditions relations

So, total (l2t) produced by the short-circuit, in a period t is direotly proportional with the jonction thermal capacity and invars
proportional with its resistance.
in the same way, the highest the jonction temperature is the
f
4 „
T 1
4.U4. 44.
4 _
est (it)
is. Generally
this temperature
is not4. higher4.1
than114o G.
In case of fuses, from relation (17) we obtain;

'prearch

Comparing relations 18 and 19, we notice that thermal effects in

arcn ^i n) in iuses represents only a untie part rrom tna total
(it). The most serious drawback is the fact that in case^of fusi
there is no well determined relation between pre-arch (it) and
total(l4).
Consequently, in case of fuses, pre-arch (l2t) and total (l2t) vary
depending on many factors. Out of these factors we could mention;
type of fusible; electric circuit parameters; moment of apparition
of the electric arch; power - supply voltage evolution during the
electric arch etc.
same voltage value. But mince tne arcn ^i t; is ior some types oi
fuses about 9 times grater than the pre-arch value, we can't use relation (19) with the same exactity as relation (18).
There is another big difference between the behavious of fuses and
semiconductors in case of short-circuit. These differences are even
more obvious, if we analyze comparative by the parameters presented
in Tabel 2 for fuses and semiconductors and the physical constants
of materials used for fuses sind semiconductors, presented in lhble ).
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Table 2
Soma fuses and semiconductors parameters

Parameter
Generated specific power

a

Steady state temperature

The isthmuses of
the
fusible

Semiconductor
The jonction of The jonction of
the diode
the thiris tor

360

10

10

300 -r400

190

150

10

0.13 -T 3

jy

Thermal resistance
M.
Thermal capacitie

m

203

735

Table 3
Physical constants of materials used for fuses and semiconductors
Constants of
_materials
Material
-SttKf/?
ALUMINIUM
J1N_
JOEF.ER
MOLYBDENUM
SI l ICON

WOLFRAM
5.

Thermal
conductivity

Vgc] c»5
-230_
920
-235
J91_
-22JL-

735
IA1

10
Jtl8_

20 A
64
_380_
J45_

Dltfusivity

fid
JZL
JL
77.8

JL.

_52_
Jd.

130

JL

CONCLUSIONS
The above analysis demonstrated certain analogies and differences
between the electrothermal phenomena in fuses and semiconductors.
The analogies consist in the fact that both the fuses and semiconductors under go the electric current heating.
In steady- state mode, the difference lies in the fact that in base
of fuses only the effective current is the cause of heating where as
in case of semiconductors, the heating is determined by both the
current effective value and - especially - by the current mean value
8% and C^ parameters and the volumetric power differ very much from
fuses to semiconductors the thermal time constant of fusibles'isthmuses are very close as values to the semiconductor jonction time
constant.
At short-circuit,(i^t) produced by the short-circuit current deter-
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mines the heating- of the semiconductor, hut in case of fuses, the
pre-arch (l2t) leads to the melting of the fuse, and the total(lZt)
assures the semiconductor protection.
In case of fuses, pre-arch (I t) and total (I t) differ very much.
The physical constants of materials used in fuses (Ag) and of materials used for semiconductor jonction (Mb, Si etc.) differ very much
too.
Despite the differences between the thermoelectrical parameters of
fuses and semiconductors, we can choose a coresponding safe procedure and correlation between them.
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